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Abstract

Analysis of consumer sentiment towards restaurant products and services in the form of reviews on various digital platforms such as Tripadvisor determines business sustainability and the image of tourist destinations. This study aims to classify visitor sentiments as Tripadvisor users towards Happy Banana Komodo, MadeInItaly, Mediterraneo, and La Cucina restaurants in Labuan Bajo. The research stages are divided into three parts, namely the stages of data collection, data processing, classification and evaluation of model performance, and interpretation of data and information. At the data collection stage, Tripadvisor user reviews of products and services at each restaurant are mined using the Webharvy application based on the configuration of the customer name, date of examination, rating, review title, and review. The data mining results are cleaned and prepared to be managed using the RapidMiner application at the data processing stage. The classification and evaluation stage of model performance is the implementation and testing of classification algorithms that are relevant to the dataset, namely Decision Tree (DT), Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN). The findings of this study indicate the implementation of the positive and negative sentiment classification method for the comprehensive review data from the Tripadvisor website for the products and services of restaurants Happy Banana Komodo, MadeInItaly, Mediterraneo, and La Cucina Restaurants are relevant with k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) with accuracy value of 99.27%, a precision value of 100%, and a recall of 98.53%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Consumer sentiment analysis plays a vital role as material for evaluating the quality of products and services. [1] shows that consumers express sentiment towards products and services through social media that is interpreted textually, visually, and effectively. On the other hand, [2] shows a relationship between social media sentiment analysis and the consumer confidence index. Specifically, there is a relationship between consumer sentiment and shopping behavior. The findings of previous studies have strengthened the argument that the results of processing
consumer review data on social media or other digital platforms can be used as a reference to evaluate the quality of products and services for the benefit of optimizing business marketing.

The popularity of sentiment analysis studies is proliferating along with the increase in users of social media applications. To obtain credible analysis results, some researchers use machine learning and text mining to process consumer data on social media by considering volume, velocity, variety, and veracity [3]. On the other hand, [4] identifies the significance of product features on customer satisfaction to recognize public sentiment polarity. It shows that the polarization of public sentiment in product and service review data on social media can be identified and analyzed as a reference for evaluating producers’ quality of products and services. Thus, the sentiment analysis is essential in recommending several product and service improvement strategies.

This research develops from a recommendation of previous research findings such as methods, algorithms, and topic modeling related to sentiment analysis in the tourism sector [5], [6]. In addition, there is an in-depth niche related to restaurant consumer sentiment analysis in Indonesia’s super-priority tourism destinations. Based on the recommendations of previous studies, this article aims to conduct a sentiment analysis of restaurant consumer review data regarding products and services. Meanwhile, the development of sentiment analysis studies in the tourism sector still needs to be improved to contribute to managerial aspects to optimize the quality of Indonesian tourist destinations, especially products and services produced by restaurants as an essential part of the Indonesian tourism industry.

This research used data on reviews of restaurant products and services in Labuan Bajo through the Tripadvisor website. The review data is divided into two parts: training data and test data. Data will be processed using a machine learning approach using the k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) algorithm, Naïve Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT), and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Each algorithm will be evaluated based on the best performance and comprehensively analyzed to optimize the quality of restaurant products and services in super-priority tourist destinations. [7] The Naive Bayes method can analyze consumer sentiment towards traditional foods, considering accessibility and restaurant locations. In addition, [8] indicates that a decision tree algorithm can also be used to classify consumer sentiment. Furthermore, [9] uses k-NN and SVM to assess the performance of both algorithms in organizing consumer sentiment.

Sentiment analysis is critical as digital media for marketing products and services increases, including restaurants. In the Indonesian context, socio-economic conditions during the Covid-19 pandemic have encouraged users of digital applications to maintain the restaurant business. Digital transactions are considered the best method during the pandemic to maintain distance as
instructed by the Indonesian government to anticipate contracting the Covid-19 virus due to physical or direct contact. In the Covid-19 pandemic, restaurant product and service consumers have adapted using various applications to review the services and food sold in restaurants. This behavior will continue to increase and make digital data or information a valuable reference. Based on this phenomenon, it is necessary to conduct sentiment analysis using a scientific approach to produce recommendations for restaurant business people in optimizing products and services. Thus, restaurants as one of the essential parts of the tourism industry can drive the image of Indonesia's super-priority tourist destinations.

2. METHODS

This study uses the text-mining method using the classification method through the implementation of the k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) algorithm, Naïve Bayes (NB), Decision Tree (DT), and Support Vector Machine (SVM) using the Rapidminer application. [10] shows that the advantage of the Rapidminer application is the availability of various features that support the pre-processing and data processing stages that support the process of evaluating and reporting research results. Furthermore, [11] shows that the Rapidminer application has several features to measure and compare algorithm performance so that it can be used as a recommendation according to the needs of data processors. Considering the availability of elements in the Rapidminer application that are by the requirements of this study, the dataset pre-processing and processing stage also performance evaluation will adjust to the Rapidminer platform as shown below.

![Figure 1. Data Processing Flow](image)

Before the data collection process, the consideration for choosing a Tripadvisor Website as the primary data source was the accessibility and availability of data
according to research needs. Several previous studies have shown that the Tripadvisor Website is one of the providers of credible review data with a capacity control system, where the syntax on the Tripadvisor Website has set the user detection function as a reviewer and the language used in the review. If the user provides a study in an undetectable language, the system will automatically give a notification to delete the review. The following is a link from the data source taken for analysis.

### Table 1. Link of Data Source on TripAdvisor Website

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restaurant</th>
<th>Link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mediterraneo</td>
<td><a href="https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g1777483-d4471445-Reviews-La_Cucina-Labuan_Bajo_Flores_East_Nusa_Tenggara.html">https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g1777483-d4471445-Reviews-La_Cucina-Labuan_Bajo_Flores_East_Nusa_Tenggara.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Cucina</td>
<td><a href="https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g1777483-d2008791-Reviews-MadeInItaly_Ristorante_Italiano-Labuan_Bajo_Flores_East_Nusa_Tenggara.html">https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g1777483-d2008791-Reviews-MadeInItaly_Ristorante_Italiano-Labuan_Bajo_Flores_East_Nusa_Tenggara.html</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 is the link to the data source. There are 974 reviews in English for MadeInItaly restaurant, 664 reviews in English for La Cucina restaurant, 110 reviews in English for Mediterraneo restaurant, and 763 reviews for Happy Banana Komodo restaurant. This English review data will be prepared for analysis. The process of selecting information based on the identity of the user who provided the review is a consideration for researchers to make review data on the TripAdvisor website a data source. [12] indicates that user reviews on Tripadvisor websites influence millennials' interests. Furthermore, [13] shows that reviews on Tripadvisor websites also influence travelers’ visiting decisions.

### 2.1. Data Collection Process

In the context of this study, the review data needed to proceed to the sentiment analysis process is data on reviews of restaurant products and services in the super-priority tourist destination of Labuan Bajo, Indonesia. Based on the process of identifying review data, users as reviewers are allowed to provide assessments in writing and ratings on food, service, and value. The evaluations in the Tripadvisor website system consist of five stages: terrible, poor, average, very good, and excellent. Meanwhile, users as reviewers are asked for information about the type of traveler, which can be categorized as follows: travel with friends, travel for business, solo travel, couple travel, and families’ trip. In addition, the website
system also classifies the visit time based on the time of year: Mar-May, Jun-Aug, Sep-Nov, Dec-Feb. Meanwhile, the website system also provides a feature to connect reviews based on the type of language used by the user. Considering the ease of access to review data and the selection function available on TripAdvisor websites, this study focuses on review data in English with an overall time of year, traveler type, and traveler rating data as shown below.

Figure 2. Crawling Data from TripAdvisor using Webharvy

Figure 2 is an interface visualization of the Webharvy application, which collects consumer review data for happy banana Komodo, Mediterraneo, La Cucina, and MadeInItaly restaurants. Selectively, the restaurant selection is carried out by considering the number of reviews related to consumer preferences such as special diets (vegan options, gluten-free options), meals (lunch, dinner, late-night, drinks), cuisines (fusion, Japanese, healthy), and features (delivery, takeout, reservation, outdoor seating, seating, parking available or street parking, serve alcohol, full bar, wine and beer, cash only, free wifi, accepts American Express, Mastercard, digital payments, Credit Cards, and table service). Based on TripAdvisor data, Happy Banana Komodo has 1,137 reviews, Mediterraneo has 1,728 reviews, La Cucina has 1,029 reviews, and MadeInItaly has 1,373 reviews. The entire review data is available in multiple languages. This research will focus more on reviewing data in English.
2.2. Pre-Processing and Processing Dataset

Review data will be prepared for processing in the pre-processing stage using the k-NN, NB, DT, and SVM algorithms in the RapidMiner application. Individual restaurant review data stored in .csv or .xlsx format can be saved in advance into a database or imported directly from storage. Next, the data is retrieved from the database, and setting the data type and role, also sorted dataset as ascending by selecting the review attribute to be processed to remove duplicates. The pre-processing stage of the storage is to prepare review data to be classified using a predetermined algorithm. Meanwhile, the scene of data pre-processing can be seen in the following figure.

![Data Pre-Processing Flow](image)

Figure 3. Data Pre-Processing Flow

In the pre-processing data stage, the process document from the data operator is used as a container to perform the first stage of the tokenizing process on review data to eliminate regular expressions (\(\?!!\) #\$%&'()+,./:;<=>?@\[\]\^`{|}~). Furthermore, the second stage of the tokenizing process is to remove undetectable symbols (non-letters). The system will change the word to lower case in the transforms cases process. Furthermore, the design of this study adjusts the stop words and stem process to the type of English language on the dataset. The pre-processing stage is critical before the data is classified using the k-NN, NB, DT, and SVM algorithms.

2.3. Classification and Performance Evaluation

The classification method's implementation is adapted to each algorithm's settings. Implementing the classification method using the k-NN, NB, and DT algorithms ensures the prepared dataset returns the role settings. The nominal to text operator is used. Furthermore, datasets can be directly processed using the NB and DT algorithms using cross-validation (10-fold and automatic sampling type) operators to visualize algorithm performance based on Accuracy, Area Under Curve (AUC), recall, and precision value. On the other hand, Synthetic Minority Oversampling techniques (SMOTE) operators are used to balance data inequality in quantity.
They are linked to the k-NN algorithm model to produce better performance. Meanwhile, an overview of the classification and performance evaluation process can be seen according to the following figure.

Figure 4. Classification and Performance Evaluation

Figure 4 also shows the classification method for the SVM algorithm with different processes using text to nominal and nominal to numerical operators. Furthermore, the dataset is divided into two using split data with settings 0.7 and 0.3 before being connected to the cross-validation operator using the SVM algorithm in addition to the performance evaluation of each algorithm. This study's output also features a list of 20 words that most often appear in consumer reviews for restaurant products and services. Thus, the data processing results can be analyzed comprehensively to produce constructive ideas that can recommend strategies for optimizing restaurant products and services in Labuan Bajo as a super-premium destination in Indonesia. Specifically, the discussion in this study is more dominant in the results of implementing algorithms with the highest accuracy values compared to other algorithms. Thus, the process of reporting the results of this study focuses on one algorithm relevant to the dataset.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the results of dataset processing, the best performance was obtained from the results of the implementation of the classification method using the k-NN algorithm with an accuracy value of 99.27% when compared to the NB and DT algorithms with an accuracy value of 93.23 while dataset processing using the SVM algorithm had an accuracy value of 93.22. This shows that the most relevant k-NN algorithm is used in implementing classification methods based on consumer review datasets of Happy Banana Komodo, Mediterraneo, La Cucina, and MadeInItaly restaurants in Labuan Bajo.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restaurant</th>
<th>NB</th>
<th>k-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
<th>DT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Happy Banana Komodo</td>
<td>95.90%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>95.81%</td>
<td>95.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterraneo</td>
<td>92.70%</td>
<td>99.06%</td>
<td>92.66%</td>
<td>92.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Cucina</td>
<td>95.13%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>95.04%</td>
<td>95.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MadeInItaly</td>
<td>90.54%</td>
<td>98.76%</td>
<td>90.54%</td>
<td>90.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Data</td>
<td>93.23%</td>
<td>99.27%</td>
<td>93.22%</td>
<td>93.23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that k-NN is the algorithm with the highest performance evaluation compared to the NB, DT, and SVM algorithms. Nonetheless, the accuracy value of k-NN can reach 99.27% because it uses the SMOTE Upsampling operator. Meanwhile, without the SMOTE Upsampling operator, the accuracy value of k-NN is 93.23%. SMOTE is a technique used to overcome class imbalance problems (CIP) by modifying unbalanced datasets and creating new synthetic data from minority classes to improve the performance of the classification method [14]. When comparing the Accuracy, AUC, Recall, and Precision values from the results of the implementation of the classification method using the k-NN algorithm with and without SMOTE, the results can be seen in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>k-NN with SMOTE</th>
<th>k-NN without SMOTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>99.27%</td>
<td>93.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>98.53%</td>
<td>98.53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the difference in performance accuracy values of the k-NN algorithm when connected with the SMOTE Upsampling operator, which offers a difference of 6.04%. This indicates that using SMOTE can increase the accuracy value of k-NN performance in classifying datasets based on negative and positive sentiments. [15] shows that SMOTE utilizes nearest neighbors and an adjustable
amount of oversampling to provide an overfitting solution. On the other hand, as shown below, there is an AUC value of k-NN with SMOTE and without SMOTE.

![AUC of k-NN with SMOTE vs AUC of k-NN without SMOTE](image)

**Figure 5.** Difference between k-NN with and without SMOTE

Figure 5 shows that the AUC value of k-NN using SMOTE obtained a better accuracy value compared to not using SMOTE. [16] argues that data imbalances can occur when the objects of one data class are more numerous in quantity compared to other courses. The dominant data is referred to as major, while subordinate information is called minor. Meanwhile, an imbalance occurs when the dominant data ignores subordinate data. On the other hand, [17] argues that SMOTE can be integrated with different algorithms to obtain the best classification results. Thus, it can be known that this study's data processing results show the best accuracy values obtained from the integration of SMOTE with the k-NN classification algorithm.

Based on the data processing results, it was found that consumers of restaurant products and services in Labuan Bajo were more on positive sentiment (love, recommend, good, delict, nice, great) compared to negative sentiment. Based on the results of the visualization of the 20 words that most often appear in consumer reviews, cuisine, products (food and beverages), price, services (restaurant services), trip type, and interior and exterior design of the restaurant, and the location of the restaurant are the main highlights of consumers in reviews on the TripAdvisor website, as shown below.
Figure 6 shows that the classification based on the word that most often appears in consumer reviews is cuisine (Italian), products (pizza, pasta, food), services (staff, service, order, time), trip type (friend), price of the product, interior and exterior design (place, restaurant), location (labuan, bajo). Meanwhile, the consumer sentiment expressed in the word is great, love, recommend, good, excellent, and delici. This shows that restaurant business managers can pay attention to essential aspects of cuisine, products, services, price, restaurant conditions, and business locations that match consumer preferences and traveler types.

Overall, in the product context, it can be known that the number of words "food" detected in consumer reviews was 2401, but 2195 were classified as positive sentiments, and 206 were classified as negative sentiments. Furthermore, the word “pizza” detected as many as 1418; there were 1316 words classified as positive sentiment and 102 words classified as negative sentiment. In the context of services, the number of words "servic" appears to be as many as 883 words, with 818 words classified as positive and 65 classified as negative. The same is also shown by the wordlist of the SMOTE and k-NN classification results, which shows that restaurant products and services are the most reviewed by restaurant consumers. This indicates that the products and services of restaurants in Labuan Bajo are reaping positive sentiments from consumers that need to be maintained for business continuity.

The contribution of this research to the development of science emphasizes the intensity of sentiment analysis studies in the tourism industry. Text mining and machine learning have become essential topics popular among researchers these days. This shows that the era of big data demands the adaptive ability of researchers to utilize technology as an effective medium to support the research
process. In the context of this study, TripAdvisor website user review data is information that cannot be ignored, responding to the disruptive digital age. Restaurant consumer review data can improve marketing strategies, including efforts to optimize food and beverage services and products in restaurants. So far, researchers have looked more at the popularity of tourism destinations from the perspective of specific businesses such as Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) without paying attention to micro-scale business processes that are operational centers with different competitiveness. Through a specific study in the restaurant business, this study could decipher the perceptions of restaurant consumers, who are an essential part of the Indonesian tourism industry.

The limitation in this study is that the amount of consumer review data based on restaurants that meet the standards and qualifications are still limited to Happy Banana Komodo, Mediterraneo, La Cucina, and MadeInItaly restaurants. Based on the results of information searches on the TripAdvisor website, restaurants with the number of reviews above 1000 are limited to these four restaurants. In addition, the context of the discussion about restaurants is limited to the popularity of the word in the review, expressed in the form of the word cloud. Recommendations for the development of further research are datasets that can be collected from other sources with the scope of restaurant sentiment analysis in ten priority tourist destinations by emphasizing culinary tourism activities.

4. CONCLUSION

The results of this study show that restaurant consumers have a more dominant positive sentiment towards cuisine, products, services, price, restaurant conditions, and business locations. However, restaurant business managers must consider consumer preferences based on type (travel type). On the other hand, the processing of consumer review data that integrates the SMOTE Upsampling operator with the k-NN algorithm can produce the best accuracy value of 99.27%. The results of the dataset processing also show that overall, the integration of SEMOTE with k-NN results in better accuracy values when compared to NB, DT, and SVM algorithms. Thus, it can be seen that the output of this study can be used as a recommendation for restaurant business managers in Labuan Bajo to optimize products and services to improve the positive image of Labuan Bajo restaurants as an essential part that supports the idea of Indonesia's super-premium tourist destinations.
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